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Manual 21 will be updated as follows:

- Expanded wording, explanations and some omitted testing criteria
- Organization pertaining to capacity storage and intermittent resources and classifications therein
• Update for wording, explanations and some omitted testing criteria
  – Section 1.1.6 CIR calculation example
    • Wording has been added to address units submitting test data as individual units when CIRs are granted on an aggregated basis and under which CIR example the units’ CIR evaluations fall
  – Section 1.2.1.4 and 1.3.4.3 Combined Cycle Units
    • Wording will be added to accommodate combined cycle units with once through cooling
• Update for organization pertaining to storage and intermittent resources and classifications therein
  – Section 2 Net Capability
    • Hydro units (dispatchable with pooling capability) will be removed from the Capacity Storage Section as they are not considered CSRs per the OATT and moved to a new section entitled “Dispatchable Hydroelectric Units”
Manual 21 update schedule

- PC first read and redline 6/13/2019
- MRC first read and redline 6/27/2019
- PC endorsement 7/11/2019
- MRC endorsement 7/25/2019
- Manual 21 effective date 8/1/2019